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ABSTRACT,~

The derrand for> r>esidentiat space is inftuen~ed by numerous
attroibutes ma.ny of which come under> the influence of tmnspor>t

pz,anne..,.s. Until T'eeentz.y~ model.s oj' the T'etationships betuJeen this
demand and the r>elevant attPibutes have pelied on empiroical
compansons, f'e1J) have contained a sol·id behaviou.,.aZ base. The

Elimination-by-Aspects model presented in this paper> has its
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oPig-in in the behavioul'aZ sciences. Its basic asswnptionis that

an individual sear>ches thpough the attPibutes i~fluencing the
choice ,in oT'deT' G,f deaT'easing impoptance, and el'iminates a
location as 800n as one of the attroibutes pr>esent in the Zocation
is found to be unacceptable. This paper> bPiefly outlines the
theopy undeplying the model and ppesentsits mathematical
exppession. The ppocedUpe fop estimating both theimpor>tance
r>atings and the level of' acceptance of attPibute satisfact'ion
levels is also outlined. The nrJdelis then appl·ied to the choice
of peS'idence of a gpoup of people in Melbourone. The sens·itivity of
these people's choices to vaPiations in the attPibutes influencing
T'es'idential loaation ahoice is investigate.d"
f
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INTRODUCTION
Transport is a derived demand, its value is that it provides the link
between the activities that people wish to be involved with. Transport decisions
do however influence the ease with which people can partake in activities and in
turn peoples' desire to par'take in certain activities influences transport
decisions. This interaction is commonly referred to as the land use/transport

interaction.
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The considerable importance placed on understanding the land use/ transport interaction can be illustrated by reference to the considerable literature
relating to this topic. Ricardo's (1817) treatment of agricultural rent laid the
foundation for many economic studies of land use (A10nzo, 1964 ). Clark (1951)
and others developed relationships for predicting population density while Ball
(1973) and others studied the determinants of house price to investigate the
interaction between individual preference and the ava11abililty of housing .. The
output of many of these models served as input into the tr'aditiona1 4 step
tf'ansport planning process used in the numerous tf'ansport studies carr'ied out in

the 1960's and 70's. More recently (McFadden, 1979) transport planners have moved
towards modelling individuals' decisions of how, when and where to travel.. An
obvious extension of this research is the studY of where to live. Hence a growing
number of studies are concentrating on this aspect of the land use/transport
interaction. This paper presents one approach to studying the location decision
of residents and determining the factors influencin9 this decision.
The approach out1 ined in this paper recognises that an individual does not have
unlimited mental capabilities and therefore cannot include in his/her choice all
the attributes describing each possible r'esidentia1location. Rather the model
states that individuals search through the attributes describing each location,
proceeding from those attributes which are considered most important through to
those that are considered least important. If at any stage in this process an
attribute describing a location is found to be unsatisfactory that location is
eliminated fr'om the choice process, hence r'educ;ng the number of locations

considered when looking at the next attribute. This model therefore requires a
measure of the r'esident's attitudes (importances) as well as their minimum level
of acceptance for an ,attribute. Previous studies (Recker and Golob, 1979;
Foerster, 1979 and Young, 1982) that have used this E1imination-by.,Aspects (EBA)
approach have determined only the acceptance levels and have used interviewee
estimates of the importance heir'archy. Often, however', these estimates af'e not
available. This paper therefore presents an EBA model where the importances are
also estimated by statistical methods.
The paper can be divided into a number of parts. Firstly, there is a discussion of the deficiencies of some eXisting models of f'esidential location choice.
Secondly, the ability of the EBA model to overcome these deficiencies is discussed
along with a brief outline of the model theory. Thirdly the data used to illustrate the model's application is introduced before presenting the results of the
model calibration" The sensitivity of the model to changes in attribute level is
illustrated next prior to Some concluding remarks.
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RESIDENTIAL LOCATION CHOICE
REVIEW OF EXISTING RESIDENTIAL CHOICE MODELS
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To determine the factors affecting residential location choice, it is
first necessary to determine an appropriate model of this decision. TwO distinctly different choice structures can be identified in the literature on choice
mode1s. These are compensatory and non ...compensatory model s. Compensatory model s
assume that an individual can trade-off high levels of satisfaction in Some attributes with low levels in others. Non ...compensatory models do not allow this tradeoff between attribute levels.
Most choice models which have been applied to land use studies (Quigley,
1973; Lerman, 1975 ) can be classed as compensatory since they use a linear
additive procedure for combining the attribute satisfaction levels into an overall
measure of satisfaction with each alternative. In the case of Lerman's (1975)
model this results in an individual combining a large number of attributes (16)
into a composite evaluation for a large number of alternatives (145). This seems
beyond the mental capabilities of any individual.. A more acceptable behavioural
mechanism would be for the individual to rank the attributes in order of importance and then consider each attribute in order of importance. Locations are then
eliminated each time an attribute describing that location is found to be unsat.·
isfactory. This non.compensatory approach forms the basis for the EBA model
discussed in this paper.

Another' characteristic of many existing location choice model results from
the historical development
ations of choice models to
therefore not unreasonable
location choice.. This was
Lerman,1975).

of choice models in tr,lnsport planning. Most applictransport problems have used the logit model. It was
to expect that this model would be appl ied to studying
in fact the case (see Mayo, 1973; QUigley, 1973;

There is however, one major problem in applying the logit model to residential location choice and this results from the fact that the basic premise on
which the model relies is violated in the case of residential location choice.
This assumption is the Independence from Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA) axiom. It
states that the odds of choosing an alternative over another are constant
irrespective of the other alternatives in the choice set.
To illustrate the problems associated with the IIA assumption, take two
suburbs, one near the centre of the city (x) and one in the outer suburbs (y).
The probability of choosing x is 0.60 and the probability of choosing y is 0.40.
Suburb y is now subdivided into two smaller suburbs. The second suburb becomes
known as location z. If the supply of housing has no influence on choice and the
new residents are indifferent to the two outer suburbs the probability of choosing
y from a choice between y and z is 0.50. However the probabiliy of choosing y
from locations x, y, z given the IIA axiom holds is now 0.29. Hence the probability of choosing yor z is 0.58. Thus the subdivision of a suburban area means
a developer can capture 58% of the market compared with his previous share of
40%. In fact, if a third outer suburban area was introduced, by further subdivision, the model would predict that the developer's share of the market would
rise to 67% and so on. The full derivation of these percentages can be found in
Young (1982).
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The paradox outl ined above is commonly refer'r'ed to as the "red bus/

blue bus" problem
iency in applying
cy is not present
alternatives into

in the mode choice literature. It highlights a serious deficthe logit model to residential location choice. This defficienin the EBA model since it incorporates similarities between
the model structure.

An attempt to overcome the IIA problem, in the logit model, could be made
by grouping the alternatives with similarities and forming a heirarchy of
choices" This model is called a nested logit and was first discussed by Oaly and
Iachary (1978)" There are however two problems with this approach.
The first problem is that there is no clear distinction between one residential ar'ea and another. Rather every f'esidential area within an uf'ban ar'ea ;s
related to the others due to spatial proximity. It is therefore necessary to
adopt a trial and error procedure for determining the most appropriate groupings
of areas and then determine the hierarchical order of these groupings" This is a
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complicated, time consuming and expensive task.
The second problem with the nested logit would result when the
appl ied. Appl ication of the nested logit would use the same hierarchy
developed at the calibration stage. However there can be no certainty
change in the urban system is made that this change does not result in

model is
as that
that if a
new group-

ings and a new hierarchy of choice, hence making the old hierarchy of choice
inappropriate. The building of a road bridge would for- instance make two areas
which were distinctly different befer'e its construction much more similar in their
spatial proximity to activities after' its constr'uction.
Both these problems cast doubt on the usefulness of the nested logit model
for modell ing residential location choice. A model framework that overcomes these
problems is needed" The EBA model provides such a framework.
THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS OF THE EBA MODEL
Two features of the E8A model are fundamental. The first is that it is
assumed that, rather than consider all attributes describing a location simultaneously in order' to generate an over'all composite evaluation of the alter'native,
the individual conducts a mental search of the attributes in a sequential fashion
proceeding from that attribute which is considered most important through to that
attribute which is considered least important. It may well occur, however, that
this search is not completed and that the individual will make a choice before all
attributes have been considered. The method by which this attribute-search is
terminated is the second feature of such a model. It is assumed that at each
stage of the search (ie. when each attribute is considered), the level of the
attribute for each location is compared to a minimally acceptable level of that
attribute. If a location fails this test, (i.e. the attribute level is less than
the minimallY acceptable level) then that location is eliminated from further consideration. If it passes the test, it continues in the attribute-search to be
compared with other remaining locations with respect to the next most important
attribute. The search continues until all bar one of the locations have been
el iminated. The remaining location is then considered to be the chosen alterna-t i ve. 80th the importance and acceptance 1eveI associ ated with each att r i bute
need to be determined prior to appl ication of the EBA model.
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The basic difference between the EBA model and most existing models of
f'es; dent; a1 1oeat i on choice 1i es in the di scont; nUOU5 or non-.compensator,Y natur'e
of the attribute-search model. Thus, whereas in a typical residential location
choice model (Quigley, 1973; Lerman, 1975) an attribute which is unsatisfactory
may be balanced or compensated for by another attribute which is more satisfactory, such a compensation is not possible in the EBA model. This is because at
each stage on the search process, all locations with an unsatisfactory attribute
are immediately eliminated from further consideration.
The concept of sequential consideration of attributes has been used in
many theories of information processing (Luce, 1959; Tversky, 1972) whilst that
of minimallY acceptable levels of attributes is most notablY postulated in the
work of Simon (1957) in his expositions on the concept of satisficing. The
application of EBA models to residential location modelling is not common. There
are, however, a few examples present in the transportation modelling literature
(Foerster, 1979; Recker and Golob, 1979)
The model developed in this study is based primarily on the Eliminationby-Aspects model described by Tversky (1972). Thus the EBA model described in
this paper assumes that more important attributes have a greater probability of
bei ng consi dered earl i er in the attr i bute-search process. By all owi ng for i ndi vi dua 1 di fferences, the probabil ity of sel ecti on of each attri bute for exami nati on
is in proportion to a function of the importance of each attribute. Thus, the
most important attributes are likely to be examined first, but not necessarily so
for anyone individual. Because of the probabilistic nature of the attribute
ordering procedure, repeated applications of the model for each individual will
not result in the same choice every time but rather will result in a set of
probabilities of selection of each location.
To avoid the necessity of actually simulating this decision process on
repeated occasions to obtain choice probabilities, it is possible to express this
model structure in the form of a general mathematical equation {as first shown by
Tver sky (l972)). The der i vati on star ts wi th the r epresentati on of a thr ee-a lternative choice ptoblem in the form of a Venn diagr'am, as shown in Figure 1. In
r'esidential location choice each location is represented by a circle encompassing
those attributes for which the location provides a minimally acceptable level of
satisfaction. The area which each attribute contributes to the circle is given by
a function of the importance of that attribute. Thus the total area of each
circle is given by the sum of the importance of those attributes for which the
location provides a minimally acceptable satisfaction level.
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Figure 1.

Venn diagram for EBA model
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Areas of overlap between the circles represent attributes which are satisfactory fOf' two or maf'S locations, while areas occupied by only one circle
represent attributes which are satisfactory for only that location. The sets of
satisfactory attributes may be represented by set notation, such that x represents
the set of attributes which are satisfactory for location x alone, xy represents
the set of attributes which are satisfactory for location x and ,1 (but not others)
while xyz represents the set of attributes which are satisfactory for all three
locations. The area of each part of the circles is given by the sum of the importances over the relevant attributes and may be denoted by (eg. I(x), I(xy) etc.).
In addition to those satisfactory attributes actually specified for each of the
locations, it is assumed that ther'e also exists one set of unspecified satisfactory attributes for each of the locations. These location ..specific attributes are
mutually excl usi ve and non-zero. The si ze of these sets may be obtained through
the calibration process in the form of location specific constants. These
constants (or attribute sets) are r'epresented by Cx ' Cy and Cz'

The probability of selection of x is given by

where

p(xlxyz)

Cx + I(x) + I(xy) • p(xlxy) + I(xz) • p(xlxz)

p(xlxyz)

probabil ity of choosing x from a choice between x ,1 and z.

K

Cx + Cy + Cz + I(x) + I(Y) + I(z) + I(xV) + I(xz) + I(yz).

K

(1)

A mote complete derivation of the mathematical expression can be found in
Young (19B2).
Another problem to be addressed is the method by which minimally acceptable satisfaction levels ar'e to be set. The present study uses a "minimum regret ll
criterion whereby attribute satisfaction levels are considered to be acceptable if
they lie within a specific fractional tolerance of the maximum satisfaction level
for that attribute over all locations for that individual. Thus,

where

Acceptable Skiq) ( 1 - T ) Mjx {\jq}
k
satisfaction with the kth attribute of the jth

(2)

location for the qth individual
tolerance for the kth attribute
=

the maximum satisfaction with the kth attribute for
the qth individual over all j alternatives.

Thus if satisfactions ar'e measured on a 1-·100 psychometric scale and the maximum
satisfaction for an attribute over' all alternatives is 80 then, assuming a tolerance of (say) 0.20. the remaining alternatives would be satisfactory if their
satisfaction scores were greater than or equal to 64 (i "e. BO - .20 x BO).
Hence the determination of the most appropriate set of critical tolerances
and impor'tance ratings is the task of the calibration process, wherein the importances and tolerances are selected such that a specified objective function is
maximised. Input into the model is the subject level of satisfaction associated
with each of the attributes describing each location. Because the output of the
EBA model described above is a probability of selection (Eqn. 1). maximum
likelihood is used to estimate these parameters.
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Before leaving this discussion of the EBA model, it is necessary to discuss the EBA model in the context of the three criticisms leveled at existing
location choice models in the previous section. The first criticism f'elates to
the complexity of the choice process. The EBA model allows the individual the
opportunity of reducing the complexity of the choice by el iminating many locations
early in the choice process. The few locations left can be compared using a more
comprehensive set of attributes.
The second criticism related to the lIA axiom and was illustrated by reference to a developer subdiving land and increasing his market share. The EBA
model over-comes this problem since it allows for similarities between locations
(see Figure 1), any location which is the same as any other will be considered as
such. Hence the probability of being attracted to an outer suburban location will
not be increased by subdividing that suburb.
The final criticism relates to the application of the choice model and the
need for the model to be sensitive to changes in the similarities between locations. Unlike the nested logit model the EBA model discussed in this paper allows
the degree of interdependence between locations to vary with variations in the
satisfaction levels associated with the attribute describing each location.
The EBA model therefore appears to be an appropriate model for studying
the factors affecting residential location choice.
DATA SET
To estimate the model parameters, data collected in a survey of residen.··
tial location choice in Melbourne (Young, Morris and Ogden, 1978) was used. The
survey was conducted in 1977-78 and provided measures of the attitudes and behav-

iour- of a sample of new male residents in Burwood, Wantir'na and Belgrave, three
outer suburban areas of Melbourne. These three areas were not vastly different in
social and physical characteristics and were located along the same transport
corridor. It was therefore expected that the residents in the study would have
reasonable knowledge of the character of each area.

Residents in the thr'ee areas were interviewed as soon as possible after'
moving into their new home. Measures of their perception of the satisfaction they
would obtain from each of the attributes shown in Table I for each of the three
areas were obtained. One hundred point semantic scales were used to obtain the
satisfaction ratings. In total 716 households were interviewed. Interviews were
also conducted with female members of the household but these data were not used
in the present study.
The data used in this paper was similar in concept to the subjective
ratings used by Foerster (1979) and Recker and Golob (1979). The use of this
psychometric data has one major advantage in that it allows the isolation of the
task of choosing a location from the attribute perception and evaluation phase of
the choice process (Young, 1982). For the application of the model developed in
this paper it would, however, be necessary to develop separate models to take
account of the relationship between the physical levels of attributes and
psychometric measures of those attribute levels. Data on the physical measures of
the attribute levels were also collected in the survey to investigate these
relationships. Young and Richardson (1978) and Young and Morris (1980) present
studies of these relationships.
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TABLE

1

ATTRIBUTE CONSIOERED IN STUDY

ATTRIBUTE

ABBREVIATION

Jstr ated by refare. The EBA

Closeness to present workplace

Work

Closeness to open country

Country

ween locatl0ns
be considered ~s

Closeness to parks

Parks

Closeness to enter'tai nment

Entertai n

Closeness to friends

Friends

,ice model and the

Closeness to f'el atives

Relatives

s between 10ca-

Closeness to people of same age

Age

ban location w111

this paper allOWS

iations in the

Closeness to people of same social level

Social

,h 1ocat i on.

Availability of suitable shops

Shops

lel for studying

Availability of suitable schools

School s

Public transport

Transpor t

Pedestrian safety

Safety

Traffic congestion

Congestion

Tidiness of area

lidiness

How well buildings are maintained

Maintain

How clean the air is

Air

Presence of tf'ees, shrubs, grass

Trees

Dwell ing type in the area

Dwelling

Type of dwell ing you can afford

Afford
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Expected financial gain from reselling dwelling
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EBA MODEL CALIBRATION

J

Initial Model Calibration
As a starting point, an EBA model was constructed for the sample of 716
new residents using all twenty attributes shown in lable I. The results of this
model calibration, together with the associated statistics describing the significance of the attribute tolerance and importance and the overall model performance
are shown in Table 11.
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Since maximum likelihood estimation techniques have been used in the calibration procedure, it is possible to use specific values of the likelihood function to test the overall signficance of the model. Specifically the likelihood
ratio test (Hensher and Johnson, 1981) shows that the overall fit is significant
at the 5% level (-UnA = 983.4 > 31.41 = x2n n6 with degrees of freedom 40).
Furthermore McFadden's p2 value of 0.61 is sansfactory.
To test the significance of the parameters it is also possible to use the
likelihood ratio test. The test was discussed bY Westin (1974) who states that if
two models, of the same form, are built from the same data set and the first model
has M parameters and the second M' parameters, then the significance of the second
model with respect to the first can be tested using the likelihood-·ratio test
where:

(3)
where

L*(T,I)M' = the log-likelihood of the second model with M' parameters
L*(T,I)M =

the log-likelihood of the first model with M parameters.

T

par'ameter estimate for tolerance

I

parameter estimate for importance

-UnA is distributed like x 2 but with (M-M') degrees of freedom. If -2£nA is
less than the critical value of x2 then it may be assumed that the two models are
not significantly different from each other.
To use this test to determine the significance of removing individual
attributes from the model, it is necessary to first construct the model with M
parameters and calculate L*(T,I)W The attribute in question is then omitted from
the""ffiQdel, hence ['emoving an importance and tolerance parameter', and the value of

L*(T,I)M? calculated. The value of -2£nAk (the measure of si9nificance of the
parameters associated with attribute k) is then calculated and compared with the
critical value of x2 with 2 degrees of freedom. Using a 5% level of significance
the critical value of x2 is 5.99. Hence if the value of -2£nA is less than 5.99
then the tolerance and importance associated with the attribut~ in question can be

assumed to have no significant influence on the model and can be removed fr-om the

model's attribute set.

Table 11 shows the -2£nA values for each of the twenty attributes. It
can be seen that ten of the twenh attributes appear to have non-.significant

parameters.
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PARAMETER ESTIMATES FOR INITIAL EBA MODEL

Table II
IAt<rl oute -

Trees

Tolerance

Importance
Parameter

Parameter

100

0.20

44.92
42.28

Friends

80

0.20

School s

70

0.10

39.60

Afford

100

0.15

31.98

Air

100

0,,35

27.44

Owe llin 9

100

0.25

18.94

Tidiness

75

0.20

18.04

100

0.. 60

17.66

95

0.20

14.64

Country

55

0,,45

9.34

Congestion

25*

0.50*

4.18

Maintain

45*

0.35*

4.10

Work

15*

0.60*

4.00

Parks

45*

0.90'

2.0B

5*

0.10'

1.20

lOO'

0.95'

0.04

Entertain

5'

0.90'

0.02

Transport

100*

1.00*

0 .. 00

Safety

100*

LOO'

0.00

Gain

lOO'

LOO'

0.00

Relatives
Shops

Ag e
Soci al

Constants
with the
f significance

less than 5.99

Burwood

5

question can be

Wantirna

5

BeIgr,ve

5

L*t?,:)
L*{I,T}

-7B3:1;

,moved fr om the
tributes.

ignificant

It

-2 £n Ak

-301. 9

- 2 £n AT

7(

983.4
0.. 61

p2

not

51

9n 1 T1 cant at tne 5%level.
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Refined Model Cal ibration

To ptovide a more accurate picture of the choice pr'ocess, the attributes
associated with non-significant parameters should be omitted from the total
attribute set. This was carried out by removing the attribute with the lowest
-um'k value and ,ecalibrating the model, until all the attributes had significant
parameter estimates. This procedure allowed for the effects of omitting attributes which are correlated with the attributes left in the model. Table III
presents the refined model.
Table III

PARAMETER ESTIMATES FOR REFINEO EBA MOOEL

Attribute

Parameter
Importance

Tolerance

·- 21nAk

Schools

65

0.10

40.88

Friends

70

0.20

40.76

frees

80

0.20

38.74

Afford

100

0.15

36.25

55

0.05

25.73

100

0.35

24.11

ridiness

Air
Shops

90

0.20

22.53

Dwelling

100

0.25

21.81

Relatives

100

0.60

16,,27

50

0.45

9.16

Country

-

Constants

BUlwood

5

Wantlrna

5

Belgrave

5

-L*(O,<o)

-783 .. 6

1.*( I, T)

-310.1

--

- 2h
p2

AT

947.0
0.60
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• the attri butes
n the total

ith the lowest
~s had significant
omitting attriTable III

It can be seen (Table Ill) that ten attributes were removed from the model
specification. However the model is still found to be highlY significant as shown
by the values of --2tni. and p2. Of the ten attributes that were removed, closeness
to present work place is the most not i ceab 1e. Th is att ri bute is a common 1y used
attribute in most land use models. In the context of the EBA model, however, all
that is being said is, given the spatial relationship between each of the three

areas and the respondentls workplaces, most respondents are insensitive to or
satisfied with this separation. Put another way, the proximity to workplace provides an outer 1 imit to where people will locate, and within this 1 imit the cost
and standard of housing, provision of schools and shops, and the quality of the
physical environment have a large role in determining the actual location.
This finding has general support from a number of studies (Highway
Research Board, I969; Catanese, 1971; Richardson, 1971; O'Farrell and Markham,
1975; Guest and Cluett, 1976)"

40.88
40.76
38.74
36.25

The Highway Research Boar'dls repor't on moving behaviour' and r'esidential
choice concludes that the llaccessibility to a number of regular', out-of-home
activities, including workplace was found to be a relativelY unimportant factor in
household residential mobility and in a household's choice of new r'esidence u •
The report does however, state that households living at more than 40 minutes
distance from work have a 9reater tendency to move than households that lived
near er' to wor'k.

25.73
24.11
22.53
21.81
16.27

9.16

Catanese (I971) observed that, rather than home to work place distances
bein9 minimised, such distances incr-ease with income. O'Farrell and Markham (I975)
came to a similar finding but went further and stated that the majority of car
owners did not even know their running cost, let alone their' total tr'avel cost.
Richardson (1971), usin9 a similar logic to that described in the previous
paragr'aph, contends that home to work expenses are considered only in determining
an outer constraint to location choice. Within this constr'aint the residential
environment, household quality and cost as well as the accessibility to other
facilities plays a major part in influencing location choice. Guest and Cluett
(1976) confirm this finding in their study of the interrelationship between home
and workplace location decisions.

If closeness to workplace does provide this outer' constraint then improvements to the traffic system, such as fr'eeways and ar'ea traffic control, may infl uence where people 1ive. These improvements will all ow people to travel more
quickly between their home and workplace. In turn, this decreased travel time to
work increases the area suitable for locating and may result in people living a
greater spatial distance from their work than people do at present. The energy
consumption received fr'om these road impr'ovements may ther'efor'e be reduced by the
tendency of people to travel further to work.
Many of the attributes that remained in the model related primarily to
aspects of the local area. Accessibil ity to schools and shops were found to have
significant parameter estimates. The quality of the local environment was measured by the presence of trees and shrubs, the tidiness of the area, closeness to
open country, the cleanliness of the air and the dwelling type in the area. The
social environment was influential thr'ough access to fr'iends and relatives.
Finally, the cost dimension was introduced through the type of dwelling the
respondent could afford.
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It is interesting to note that with these attributes in the model the
values of the constants are very low. This indicates that the model is well specified and that most of the attributes influencing the choice are included in the
model.
ELASTICITIES
Introduction
The significance of the over'all model and the par'ameter estimates are a
necessary prerequisite for model prediction. However, to test the effect of

policy initiatives it is necessary to test the response of the model to changes in
attribute satisfaction. Elasticity is often defined as the percentage change in
model prediction consequent on a one percent change in satisfaction. For the EBA
model it is, however, unlikely that a one percent change in satisfaction will

illustrate the influence of the tolerances. Hence larger changes in satisfaction
f'atings ar'e f'equir'ed. Specifically, changes in satisfaction with Burwood between
-100% and 100%, using 5% increments were input into the model and the percentage
change in model prediction consequent upon these changes calculated. The ratio
between the per'centage change in model prediction and the change ;n satisfaction

is referred to as the arc_elasticity.
The results of the elasticity calculations for five attributes are shown
in Figure 2. It is obvious from Figure 2 that the elasticity is not a smooth
function of the change in attribute satisfaction. This is mainly because the EBA
model ;s inherently discontinuous in natur'e.

Changes in pr'ediction can only occur

when the satisfaction level for that attribute crosses the minimally acceptable
satisfaction level for that attribute. In such a situation, a location changes
from unsatisfactory to satisfactory with respect to that attribute when satisfaction is rising and hence the probability of selection of that location increases

in a discontinuous

w~y.

This tolerance effect can be seen by comparing the rate of change of the
model pr'ediction with the value of the tolerance.

For instance, tidiness of the

area has a sharp change in model prediction between +5 and 10%, and -0 and -5%
change in satisfaction. Its tolerance is 0.05. The threshold effects illustrated
in Figure 2 would provide quite a different model prediction from those obtained
from the more conventional compensatory logit or r-egr-ession models.

It is also of note that depending on the percentage change on satisfaction
different attributes will have the greatest influence on choice. A +100% change
in the satisfaction with the type of dwelling one could afford will result in a
larger charge in people moving to Burwood than will any other attribute. For a
+10% change or -100% change in satisfaction with Burwood tidiness of the area and
closeness to relatives, respectively, will have the largest impact on choice. It
is therefor'e necessary to determi ne the 1eve1 of change that can be made in any

satisfaction level before the most efficient strategy for attracting people to any
location can be determined.
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CONCLUSION
This paper has outlined the development of a non.,compensatory EBA model
for which tol erances and importances can be estimated using maximum 1i kel ihood
procedures. The model has been shown to explain a significant proportion of var·
iance in a data set describing residential location choices in Melbourne. The
significant of attribute tolerances has been tested using a likelihood-ratio
test. The calculation of arc_elasticities has shown highly non-linear changes in
predicted choice with deer'eases in attribute satisfaction. These non~·linearities
can however be explained by reference to the basic concepts of the EBA model. It
is concluded that the model shows very satisfactory performance with r'espect to
statistical tests of goodness-of-fit and model parameter stability. It is seen
however that the use of the model to predict the effect of system changes could
result in substantially different policy advice than might be obtained by the use
of conventional compensatory models, because of the non_linearities in response to
change in some var'iables.
The model discussed in this paper implied that an individual's proximity
to workplace provides an outer constraint on where he will locate. He then
chooses a location within this outer constraint that provides him with acceptable
levels of house quality, physical and social environment. Major transport invest·
ments infreew3ys, public transport and area traffic coptrol have a large jnflyenc e 00 tfiftJfiStrib~tlOn.o~ land use sinc-e tliey lnfluence how quickly individuals
get to and from wor and t eref6ft:! tile range of possible locations open to this
individual.
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